20IFB015 Addendum 1
Questions & Answers
20IFB015  Nurse and First Aid Supplies & Equipment

****

Q1: If there are terms and conditions Vendor may not be able to agree to will Austin ISD consider exceptions to terms and conditions?

A1: YES. Vendors should proceed with submitting a proposal. Any negotiations with deviations to terms and conditions would take place during the contracting phase.

Q2: Specifically, if there are insurance requirements that Vendor may not be able to agree to will Austin ISD consider exceptions to insurance terms and conditions?

A2: YES. Vendors should proceed with submitting a proposal. Any negotiations with terms and conditions would take place during the contracting phase.

Q3: Can Austin ISD provide the most recent awarded bid tabulation for the products in the bid? If no bid tabulation exists, can you please provide your current sell price and UOM for the products in the bid?

A3: YES. The prior bid tab can be accessed via this link: B15-025 Bid Tabulation

Q4: Does Austin ISD consider electronic signatures to be valid “original” signatures (i.e.: DocuSign)?

A4: YES

Q5: Are Deviations to your Terms & Conditions allowed?

A5: YES. Vendors should proceed with submitting a proposal. Any negotiations with deviations to terms and conditions would take place during the contracting phase.